Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Recolour an Object

You will need: 

	Transmogrifier (Tmog)

Graphics program with colour modes and layer capabilities
A folder to store your working files
	An object to recolour
	The Sims game


Notes: 
This tutorial is for a simple recolour but will work for any object of any complexity. Be especially careful when recolouring objects with glass, though. What you see in the sprite is not what you'll see in the game. Always refer to the image in Tmog while working out where/how to recolour objects with glass.

Recolouring an item can be anything from quick and straightforward to complicated and time-consuming. You can expect recolouring to take anywhere from half an hour to a couple of days.


Steps:
I'm going to assume that you've already chosen an item you want to recolour, so we'll start in Tmog with your item selected. First off, you need to clone it. The whole point of recolouring is to get another version with another colour, after all. Remember how to do it? Good! Go right ahead!

	After you clone it, the item will be conveniently selected for you to export it - unless you found it using a search that didn't cover what you named your item. If that's the case, you'll need to find it before you can export it. Either way, when you export it, keep the 'Just Change Colours' box ticked. You'll notice that a lot of the other options are greyed out, this is because recolouring doesn't affect A or Z sprites and those options are all about them. This tutorial is all about P sprites. As always, it's your choice whether you leave the 'Create Sub Directories' box checked or uncheck it. I always uncheck it, but that's just because I'm lazy and don't want to have to open multiple folders to get the sprites. Once you make your choices, export your item's graphics to your work folder and you're done with Tmog for now.


	In your graphics program, open all of your newly exported sprites. For each one, mask off all of the background yellow, then invert the mask so it covers only the item part. You now have a choice to make. You can either open a large new file as a work area and copy/paste all of the item's bits into it, or you can work in the sprites directly. If you're planning a very simple recolour - like making every bit of the item 10% more red or turning the whole item neon green, then you might be able to do it just in the sprites. The trick to a good recolour lies in doing the same thing to every sprite in the item. If you have to do a lot to each sprite, then it's best to put them all into a work file, so you can work with them all at the same time. For this tutorial, let's copy/paste all of the sprite graphics into a new work file.


	Make sure your new work file is large enough for you to have enough room for two sets of your sprites because the first thing we're going to do is make a copy of them all. Set the originals off to one side, so you don't have to find the right sprite again if you make a mistake and need a replacement part. 


	So now you have all your item graphics in one place, you need to decide what you want your recolour to be. A recolour means that you're just changing the colours in an item. You're not adding anything new to the graphics or making the item look different except for colour. If you're planning on making a blue cupboard green, that's a recolour. If you're planning on making a blue cupboard into a wooden cupboard with decorative iron hinges and handles shaped like cat heads... that's not only an awesome idea, but a retexture rather than a recolour. So you definitely want to recolour this item? Okay then.


	The main thing you need to be able to do to recolour an item is masking. If you need to recolour the whole graphic, you won't need a mask as you can just switch to layer/object mode and then anything you do affects only the layer/object selected, but most items won't be like that. Most items will have many different coloured parts and you might only want to recolour some of them. Or you might want to recolour everything, but using different colours for different bits. So by masking your item, you're making sure that only the bits you want to recolour are being recoloured. It's also important that you recolour the same bits in the same way across all of the item's graphics. You don't want something that's one colour in one direction to be a different colour in another, right? Your graphics program may be able to help with that, if it has a feature where you can repeat your last action on a different object. Take a moment now and check to see if your program can do that. Don't worry if it can't, it just means that you'll need to either remember what you do so you can repeat it with the other objects, or that you'll need to work with all of your graphics at the same time.


	Every recolour is different, so you'll need to do different things. Don't be afraid to experiment, but it's a good idea to make a copy of a graphic to experiment on, instead of using one of your set. If you only want to recolour a bit of your item, mask it off so what you do only affects that section. If you're not sure how to do something, try a few different things and see what works best for you. That's the thing about recolouring, there are no set rules for how to do it.


	If you need to work on all of your graphics at the same time, check your program's help file to see if it has a multiple object mode. You might only need to select every object you want to work on, but some programs require that you be in a special mode, otherwise anything you do only affects one object.

 
	The key to recolouring is to know your graphics program. Know what it's capable of and know how to use it. If you already know all that, then you won't have any trouble recolouring an item. If you're still learning your graphics program, referring to the help files is not a crime - you will not be punished for looking up how to do stuff, or which button does that thing that you want to do next. It's also not a race. You might not want to take long on an item, but you're more likely to make a mistake if you try and rush yourself. Give yourself plenty of time to get the item's graphics how you want them to look. This is all about making your vision into reality.


	When I recolour something, I go in knowing how I want the item to look. I might not always be sure how to get it that way, though. So it might take trying a few different things to get the look I want. Sometimes I use the 'Replace Colours' feature - but sometimes it just makes an object look awful. Sometimes I adjust the hue, or the contrast, or make an object darker or lighter. Those are things I can do with my graphics program, your program might be able to do other things, or more things, or less. The important thing to remember is that recolouring is all about the end result. How you get there really doesn't matter all that much. Do what you can. Do what it takes. Above all, don't be disappointed if it doesn't end up looking exactly like you imagined it. Sometimes we have unrealistic expectations of how the image will look when it's recoloured. 


	There is one thing I do that really helps me out when I recolour. If I find a combination of actions that works to get the result I want, I will record the steps in a 'Macro' while doing them with one graphic, then run it for each of the other graphics in the item, so the same thing is done to all of them. A 'Macro' is a little bit of program coding that tells a program (the graphics program in this case) to run through a certain series of actions. Look in your graphics program's help files to see if it can record and use macros and, if so, how to do it. Macros can really help in cutting down the time it takes to do things that you do a lot. 


	If you can use macros, another thing you can do to speed up recolouring (or item creation in general) is 'Batch Processing'. 'Batch Processing' opens a number of files at once (a batch) and then runs one or more selected macros on each file in turn. For example, whenever I start working on an item, I set up a batch process to open all of my item's sprites. Then I add one or more macros that I've previously recorded. I have a number to choose from. I have one that masks the background colour and inverts it so the graphic is all ready for me to copy/paste when I go into the sprite. I have another that converts the sprite to RGB Colour mode. I have one that does both the conversion and the masking. I even have one that opens, converts, masks, desaturates and then tints the masked area purple by 30%. Macros can be very useful, although it's important to check over every file after running one as they can sometimes have unexpected results. Check your graphics program's help files to see if it has a 'Batch Processing' feature. It can be a bit of a hassle to set up initially, but it's worth it in the long run.


	So how are you going with that recolour? All done? Excellent! Do all of the graphics have the same look to them? Nothing standing out to you as looking wrong or out of place? Wonderful! Then you're all set to copy your graphics and paste them back into their corresponding sprites, which should still be masked. Since you haven't changed the shape of them at all, they should pop right back into the masked area. But if you weren't careful or didn't mask something you should have, there may be stray bits around the outside. If there is, you might need to 'Clip to Mask' or erase the bits outside the mask (invert the mask first, so you only erase what's outside the item's graphic). 


	Once you've pasted the graphic in, convert your file back to 'Indexed/256/Paletted Colour', save, then close it.


	Return to Tmog and import your new graphics back into your new item. You remember how, right? Good!


	Check out your new recoloured item. Don't forget to look at each directional view in each zoom. Sometimes, the smaller zooms can show problems at this point, if you did the original export using 'One Zoom, All Channels', as Tmog has created the smaller zooms automatically and they're not always perfect. Usually the problem is just a spot or two that's the wrong colour. If you see something, do another export but this time use 'All Zooms, One Channel'. This will give you the P sprites for all three zooms, so you can fix the problems you spotted. 


	Once you're happy with the graphics, you can adjust the name, price and description and that's that! All done.


Congratulations, you have now successfully recoloured an object for your Sims 1 game! 

